INTRODUCTION
============

While there is a large body of evidence on the importance of cognitive ability for predicting social and economic success, personality traits (PTs) are often emphasized to be equally important for many aspects of life ([@R1], [@R2]). The most influential taxonomy of PTs is the Big Five personality inventory ([@R3], [@R4]). Ample empirical evidence from the United States and other high-income countries shows that the Big Five PTs correlate with earnings, employment, and other labor market outcomes. Recent reviews conclude that Conscientiousness and Emotional Stability in particular are strong predictors of job performance and wages ([@R5], [@R6]). PTs are found to be particularly important for people with lower levels of job complexity or education level, whereas cognitive ability is more important at higher levels of job complexity ([@R1]). One could hence hypothesize that PTs could be even more important in low- and middle-income countries, where large shares of the population participate in lower-complexity jobs.

Increasingly, the Big Five PTs are measured in developing country settings. A growing literature in economics \[reviewed in ([@R7])\] analyzes not only whether different PTs can predict selection ([@R8], [@R9]) or performance ([@R10]) in public sector jobs but also whether the effectiveness of interventions aimed at improving public service delivery (for instance, through increased payments or monitoring) depends on the PTs of the targeted personnel ([@R11]) and whether these interventions can change the quality of people being recruited into the public sector ([@R12]). Measurement of PTs are also used for predicting economic performance ([@R13], [@R14]), for screening purposes in the job market ([@R15]), for credit eligibility ([@R16], [@R17]), or for analyzing treatment heterogeneity of nudge interventions ([@R18]). Last, PTs are sometimes considered as outcomes that can be affected by skill-enhancing or behavioral interventions ([@R19], [@R20]). In a few cases ([@R12], [@R15]), studies use versions of Big Five measures that have been specifically validated for the countries studied.

This rapidly growing literature builds on the wide support for the universality of the Big Five across cultures established in the psychology literature ([@R21]--[@R25]). The motivation for the Big Five taxonomy originates in research observing that the same five factors broadly emerged each time a factor analysis was conducted to classify a set of questions describing personality ([@R4]), hence referred to as the five-factor model (FFM). However, these studies have mostly focused on highly educated populations (often college students) in high-income countries, often referred to in the literature as WEIRD (western, educated, industrialized, rich, and democratic) ([@R26]). Some notable exceptions are ([@R27], [@R28]), who do not find robust support for the FFM using data from orally administered surveys on rural populations with low levels of education in Bolivia, Colombia, and Kenya. Related, Ludeke and Larson ([@R29]) flag concerns with the use of the BFI-10 ([@R30]), a short 10-item Big Five instrument used in the World Values Survey, showing low correlations between items meant to measure the same PT. While they interpret this as possible evidence against universality across cultures, Gosling *et al.* ([@R31]) explain that interitem correlation per se is not necessarily a good indicator of validity for short scales. More generally, Church ([@R32]) reviews evidence on cultural differences in personality and concludes that the FFM of personality continues to find cross-cultural support but may be difficult to replicate in less educated populations. Soto *et al.* ([@R33]) show that, between ages 10 and 18, there is a strong relationship between cognitive ability and between-domain differentiation of Big Five questions, while internal consistency of Big Five scales also increased with age. This suggests that variations in cognitive ability may explain variations in differentiation of the Big Five structure.

This paper compiles and analyzes Big Five data collected through a very diverse set of surveys from low- and middle-income countries in different parts of the world and covering all types of education levels, including large nationally representative surveys and surveys collected on targeted samples for impact evaluation purposes. It shows that commonly used personality questions fail to measure the intended PTs in these settings and do not pass standard validity tests. The analysis of the psychometric properties of Big Five measures raises serious concerns about their validity and hence about their use and subsequent interpretation in many studies in low- and middle-income countries when collected through surveys. In contrast, data collected through the internet from the same set of countries reflect the Big Five factor structure, suggesting that low validity is not primarily driven by cultural or contextual differences. We explore the possible reasons for the measurement challenges and derive recommendations for the use of personality questions collected through surveys among non-WEIRD populations.

As motivation for the analysis, [Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} shows that the relationship between the Big Five PT measures and income in a large database covering 14 low- and middle-income countries appears much less stable than that found in the U.S. literature (see Supplementary Materials for regression specifications and variable definitions). Most notably, Conscientiousness (often emphasized in the U.S. literature as being predictive of earnings) is not a significant predictor of income in 10 of the 14 countries analyzed (with the point estimate being negative in three), while Extraversion and Agreeableness also show some negative coefficients. Emotional Stability and, to a lesser extent, Openness show a more consistent positive relationship. The bottom panel of [Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} compares an index averaging the five PTs to cognitive ability for the nine countries for which a good measure of cognition was available. Cognitive ability shows a stronger and more significant relationship with income than the Big Five index in almost every country. Moreover, when pooling the nine countries together, the size of the coefficient of the Big Five index is less than half of that of cognitive ability. Taken at face value, these results would suggest that personality matters much less than cognition and potentially lead to puzzling conclusions such as the observation that Conscientiousness (being achievement oriented and organized) does not correlate with earnings in many low- and middle-income countries. In psychometrics, predictive validity assesses the extent to which the measure is a good predictor of outcomes with which it can be expected to be related. It is used as one of the criteria for assessing whether a measure captures what it intends to capture. Hence, the fact that the Big Five measures are less predictive of income than cognition and that the traits that appear to best predict income are quite different from what has been found in other contexts can raise doubts about the measures themselves. Of course, it could also mean that PTs actually matter differently for economic success in low- and middle-income countries, where most individuals face many more external constraints than do WEIRD populations. However, these conclusions would be premature if, as we show in this paper, the Big Five questions collected in large-scale surveys may not only be noisy but also measure latent traits other than the PTs they are intended to measure.

![Prediction of income with the Big Five PTs and cognitive ability.\
The top panel presents the relationship between income and the different PTs. We estimated the coefficients and their 95th confidence intervals running the following regression separately for each country: $y_{i} = \alpha_{0} + \beta_{0}\mathit{co}g_{i} + \sum\limits_{\mathit{PT} = 1}^{\mathit{PT} = 5}\beta_{\mathit{PT}}PT_{i} + \epsilon_{i}$, where *y~i~* is the income of person *i* (transformed into the rank of income and scaled from 0 to 100). For *cog~i~*, the full literacy test was used when available, and the partial literacy test was used otherwise (see the Supplementary Materials). The last line pools all observations from all countries, controlling for the best measure of cognitive ability available in each country (country-fixed effects are not needed since relative rankings were calculated by country). All regressors are standardized, hence coefficients can be interpreted as the effect of 1 SD in the regressor on the percentile of the rank of income. The bottom panel is based on similar regressions, but replacing the five PTs by one index averaging the five values (for each observation). It only includes the nine countries with full literacy test included in the STEP database. The last line pools all observations from the nine countries. The coefficient of cognitive ability (literacy) is significantly higher than the coefficient of the Big Five index (at the 90% level) in four out of nine countries and in the pooled regression.](aaw5226-F1){#F1}

RESULTS
=======

Data
----

We use four types of databases, all of which include self-reported measures of the Big Five drawn from the BFI 44-item scale ([@R21], [@R34], [@R35]). First, the World Bank's Skills towards Employment and Productivity (STEP) database contains data on the same subset of 15 Big Five items, which we will refer to as the STEP items. They were collected in large representative samples in 12 countries, and in two additional countries, a larger set of 35 BFI items were collected (for a total of 20,584 individuals; see table S1 for descriptive statistics and Supplementary Materials section 1.1 for the list of STEP items). The STEP data were collected through face-to-face surveys, often undertaken in local languages ([@R36]) and mostly representative of urban populations with diverse levels of education. A critical advantage of these data is that the same data collection instrument and standardized methods were applied across different countries from Africa, Asia, Latin America, Europe, and Central Asia. The data also contain measures of functional literacy, incorporated in the STEP surveys to provide a proxy for the respondents' cognitive ability, and are therefore referred to as such in this paper. See Supplementary Materials for an explanation on the choice of literacy as a proxy for a broader set of foundational cognitive skills.

The second database consists of 15 other datasets, from 12 developing countries, including a total of 54,167 households, which all contain a (partial or complete) version of the BFI. These datasets, described in table S2, were collected for varied purposes and by different institutions and researchers in local languages. They were either graciously shared by the researchers who collected them or are in the public domain (and some were collected by authors of this article). These include datasets used in top-level publications ([@R9], [@R12], [@R20], [@R37]--[@R43]). The database contains both face-to-face and self-administered surveys and covers different populations: farmers, entrepreneurs, civil servants, and adolescents. Most surveys are representative of specific subpopulations targeted for particular interventions and randomized controlled trials. While the number of items varies across datasets, we use the same 15 items as in the STEP data for most of the analysis for comparability. These datasets are identified with a code because the objective is not to provide diagnostics for individual studies but rather to show the generalizability of the findings.

The third database contains data obtained from volunteers who visited a noncommercial website ([www.outofservice.com](http://www.outofservice.com)), provided sociodemographic data, and filled the 44 BFI items. This database has been widely used in the psychology literature ([@R44], [@R45]). The website provides respondents immediate scoring and feedback regarding their personality, which is the main driver of the sample recruitment ([@R46]), resulting in a population of young and highly-educated respondents. To facilitate comparisons, we keep only the data from the 198,356 individuals who live in any of the 14 countries included in the STEP database and restrict most of the analysis to the same 15 items (see table S3 for descriptive statistics). The BFI could be completed in English, Spanish, German, or Dutch so not necessarily in the local languages.

A fourth database used, for comparison and reference, contains 44 BFI items self-administrated to a community sample in the United States, containing 642 adults. It was chosen because of its high degree of validity, shown by Soto and John ([@R35]), and includes a wide age range (18 to 85 years of age) and is balanced by gender (58% women). The factor structure in this data is similar to the one found in many other datasets on WEIRD populations in the United States and has been used in influential methodological work ([@R47]), making it an appropriate benchmark.

Overall, we combine 31 datasets from 24 countries amalgamating data on about 300,000 individuals.

We corrected all data for acquiescence response style, i.e., the tendency of an individual to consistently agree (yea saying) or disagree (nay saying). Not correcting the acquiescence before factor analysis often results in the emergence of a factor representing the response pattern ([@R48]). See Materials and Methods for an explanation of the correction. Table S4 shows that, without correction, the internal validity of the survey data is even lower. Most notably, before the correction, we find 17 cases (in 10 different countries) in which an item has a negative correlation with other items intended to measure the same PT construct (table S5A). This number goes down to only one case after correcting for acquiescence bias (table S5B).

The absence of the Big Five factor structure in survey data
-----------------------------------------------------------

We start by analyzing the extent to which the FFM can be found in the data. Separately for each dataset, we examine the factorial structure. Following the common practice in the literature ([@R25], [@R49]), we use principal components analysis (PCA) with Procrustes rotation to align the factor loadings with those in the U.S. data (described in Materials and Methods). The matrix of factor loadings, which provides the estimation of how much each item contributes to each component, indicates the extent to which the factor structure of the data matches the expected one.

[Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} provides a visual representation of the (lack of) congruence. We assigned each item to the PT for which it has the highest factor loading and colored in red bold font every cell where an item is associated to a factor that is different than the one it is intended to measure. When the data behave according to the FFM, we expect items within the same PT to correlate among themselves more than with items from a different PT so that they would be pulled together into the same factor, as can be seen for the U.S. data in [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}. By contrast, of the 23 survey datasets, only two have all items sorted according to the FFM. For the other countries, of the 15 items, between one and nine items have their highest factor loadings on PTs other than those they intend to measure. The number of wrongly assigned items is high for Conscientiousness, Openness, and Agreeableness, whereas in most countries, Emotional Stability more clearly distinguishes itself from other PTs.

###### Congruence, factor structures obtained by PCA, and comparison with theoretical scale.

Congruence coefficient (first column) is a proxy for the similarity of the factor structure, obtained from the correlation between factor loadings between two samples (in this case, the sample of the corresponding line is compared to factor loadings of the U.S. data). A detailed description of the calculation of the congruence coefficient is provided in Materials and Methods. In the rest of the table, each column represents one item (the same across datasets), sorted by PTs, and an "R" in its name means that it is a reverse-coded item (see Supplementary Materials section 1.1 for the phrasing of each item). The number that appears in each cell indicates for which factor the item has the highest factor loading in the PCA (with Procrustes rotation on U.S. data). Cell entries are in red bold font when the factor with highest loading differs from the one that the item aims to measure. For other surveys, only identifiers are provided to preserve anonymity. All data were corrected for acquiescence bias before the analysis.

  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  **U.S. data**                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
  ----------------------- ----------------- -------------- ----------------------- ------------------ ------------------- --------------------- -------- --------- -------- -------- -------- -------- ---------- --------- ---------- ---
  U.S. data               1                 1              1                       1                  2                   2                     2        3         3        3        4        4        4          5         5          5

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

  **STEP survey data**                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

                          **Congruence**\   **Openness**   **Conscientiousness**   **Extraversion**   **Agreeableness**   **Emot. stability**                                                                                          
                          **coefficient**                                                                                                                                                                                              

                          **O1**            **O2**         **O3**                  **C1**             **C2R**             **C3**                **E1**   **E2R**   **E3**   **A1**   **A2**   **A3**   **ES1R**   **ES2**   **ES3R**   

  Ghana                   0.68              **4**          1                       1                  **1**               2                     **4**    3         3        3        **1**    **1**    **1**      5         5          5

  Kenya                   0.71              **2**          1                       **4**              2                   2                     **1**    3         3        3        4        4        4          5         5          5

  Sri Lanka               0.71              **2**          1                       1                  **1**               2                     **1**    3         3        **1**    4        4        4          5         5          5

  Yunnan                  0.75              1              1                       **4**              2                   2                     2        3         3        3        **1**    4        4          5         5          5

  Laos                    0.70              1              1                       **3**              **4**               2                     **1**    **1**     3        **4**    4        4        4          5         5          5

  Vietnam                 0.69              1              1                       1                  2                   2                     2        **4**     3        3        4        **3**    **1**      5         5          5

  Philippines             0.59              **3**          1                       1                  **4**               2                     **4**    3         3        **1**    **3**    **2**    4          **4**     5          5

  Bolivia                 0.84              1              1                       1                  2                   2                     2        3         3        3        4        4        4          5         5          5

  Colombia                0.72              **3**          **2**                   **4**              2                   **1**                 2        3         3        3        4        4        4          5         5          5

  Macedonia               0.67              1              1                       **4**              **1**               **1**                 **1**    3         3        3        4        4        4          5         **2**      5

  Serbia                  0.79              1              1                       1                  2                   2                     4        3         3        3        4        4        4          5         5          5

  Ukraine                 0.81              **2**          1                       1                  2                   **4**                 2        3         3        3        4        **1**    **1**      5         5          5

  Georgia                 0.77              **3**          1                       1                  **1**               2                     2        3         **1**    3        4        4        **1**      5         5          5

  Armenia                 0.82              1              1                       1                  **1**               2                     2        3         3        3        4        4        **1**      5         5          5

  Average                 **0.73**                                                                                                                                                                                                     

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

  **Other survey data**                                                                                                                                                                                                                

                          **Congruence**\   **Openness**   **Conscientiousness**   **Extraversion**   **Agreeableness**   **Emot. stability**                                                                                          
                          **coefficient**                                                                                                                                                                                              

                          **O1**            **O2**         **O3**                  **C1**             **C2R**             **C3**                **E1**   **E2R**   **E3**   **A1**   **A2**   **A3**   **ES1R**   **ES2**   **ES3R**   

  D1                      0.78              2              1                       1                  2                   2                     2        3         3        2        4        5        4          5         5          5

  D2                      0.69              2              3                       5                  2                   1                     2        3         3        3        4        4        4          5         1          5

  D3                      0.92              1              1                       1                  2                   2                     2        3         3        3        4        4        4          5         5          5

  D4                      0.60              3              4                       4                  3                   2                     4        3         3        4        1        1        4          5         1          5

  D5                      0.67              2              1                       1                  1                   2                     4        3         3        1        4        4        4          5         5          5

  D6                      0.68              2              1                       1                  2                   2                     3        2         3        5        1        4        4          5         5          5

  D7                      0.66              1              1                       1                  2                   4                     4        2         3        3        4        5        4          5         5          2

  D8                      0.71              2              1                       1                  5                   2                     5        3         3        3        2        5        4          5         4          2

  D9                      0.73              1              1                       2                  2                   4                     2        3         3        3        1        4        4          5         5          5

  Average                 **0.71**                                                                                                                                                                                                     

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

  **Internet data**                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

                          **Congruence**\   **Openness**   **Conscientiousness**   **Extraversion**   **Agreeableness**   **Emot. stability**                                                                                          
                          **coefficient**                                                                                                                                                                                              

                          **O1**            **O2**         **O3**                  **C1**             **C2R**             **C3**                **E1**   **E2R**   **E3**   **A1**   **A2**   **A3**   **ES1R**   **ES2**   **ES3R**   

  Ghana                   0.97              1              1                       1                  2                   2                     2        3         3        3        4        4        4          5         5          5

  Kenya                   0.86              1              1                       1                  2                   2                     2        3         3        3        4        4        4          5         5          5

  Sri Lanka               0.64              **3**          1                       **2**              2                   2                     2        3         3        3        **2**    **1**    **2**      5         5          5

  China                   0.98              1              1                       1                  2                   2                     2        3         3        3        4        4        4          5         5          5

  Laos                    0.81              1              1                       **5**              2                   2                     2        3         3        3        4        4        **5**      5         5          5

  Vietnam                 0.98              1              1                       1                  2                   2                     2        3         3        3        4        4        4          5         5          5

  Philippines             0.85              1              1                       1                  2                   **4**                 2        3         3        3        4        4        4          5         5          5

  Bolivia                 0.94              1              1                       1                  2                   2                     2        3         3        3        4        4        4          5         5          5

  Colombia                0.97              1              1                       1                  2                   2                     2        3         3        3        4        4        4          5         5          5

  Macedonia               0.76              1              1                       1                  2                   2                     2        3         **4**    3        4        4        4          5         5          5

  Serbia                  0.98              1              1                       1                  2                   2                     2        3         3        3        4        4        4          5         5          5

  Ukraine                 0.98              1              1                       1                  2                   2                     2        3         3        3        4        4        4          5         5          5

  Georgia                 0.90              1              1                       1                  2                   2                     2        3         3        3        4        4        4          5         5          5

  Armenia                 0.97              1              1                       1                  2                   2                     2        3         3        3        4        4        4          5         5          5

  Average                 **0.90**                                                                                                                                                                                                     
  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The congruence coefficient in the first column of [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} provides a quantitative indicator of the observed mismatch, as it can be interpreted as an index of similarity between two-factor structures. It is the correlation between the factor loadings in a given dataset compared to the factor loadings of the United States (see Materials and Methods for computational details). It is clear from the data that higher congruence coefficients are associated with more differentiation of the FFM. The two datasets with the lowest congruence coefficient (0.59 and 0.60) are the ones with the most items wrongly sorted (seven and nine items respectively), while the two datasets with the highest congruence coefficients (0.84 and 0.92) are the only ones for which all items were sorted according to the FFM. The average congruence coefficient across all survey data is 0.73. Although any threshold is somewhat arbitrary, Lorenzo-Seva and ten Berge ([@R50]) argue that a congruence coefficient in the range of 0.85 to 0.94 corresponds to a fair similarity. Across all databases used in this paper, we find that a proper differentiation of the FFM appears to emerge with congruence coefficients around 0.85.

For comparison, the top panel of [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} shows that the variables in the U.S. data perfectly sort into the FFM, and in the bottom panel of [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}, we present the same analysis with the internet dataset, restricted to the same countries and 15 items as STEPs. In stark contrast with the survey data, the average congruence coefficient is 0.9, and in 10 out of the 14 countries, the PCA matched all the 15 items with the intended PT. The internet data are from the same countries as the STEP database, hence the results suggest that cultural differences are unlikely to be the main driver of the low validity found in survey data. In many cases, the language of administration differed between the survey and the internet; however, differences are about as stark when comparing survey and internet data from countries in which the languages used in the survey are one of the four languages in which the internet questionnaire was available (e.g., Colombia or Kenya).

Other reliability and validity statistics
-----------------------------------------

To more comprehensively document the lack of reliability and validity of the Big Five measures in survey data, [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"} shows the within correlation (average correlation between items that are within the same PT), the between correlation (average correlation between items of different PTs), Cronbach's alpha, and the congruence coefficients. These indicators were first calculated by dataset and then aggregated by database (table S6 shows statistics by dataset, and table S7 splits up the results by PT).

###### Psychometric indicators by database.

Datasets, psychometric measures, and different datasets and subsamples are described in detail in the main text and Supplementary Materials. All calculations were done after correcting for acquiescence bias. Within correlation, between correlation, Cronbach's alpha, and congruence coefficient are first calculated by dataset before calculating a nonweighted average across all datasets. See table S6 for calculations for each dataset separately. In the case of within correlation, Cronbach's alpha, and congruence coefficient, for each dataset, we first calculate it by PT and then average it across PT (before averaging across datasets).

  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                                                                           **No. of**\   **No. of**\    **No. of**\        **Within**\       **Between**\      **Cronbach's**\    **Congruence**\
                                                                           **items**     **datasets**   **observations**   **correlation**   **correlation**   **alpha (avg.**\   **coeff. (avg.**\
                                                                                                                                                               **of 5 PTs)**      **of 5 PTs)**
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------ ------------- -------------- ------------------ ----------------- ----------------- ------------------ -------------------
  **Restricting each dataset to the 15 items available in step surveys**                                                                                                          

  STEP surveys                                                             15            14             40,584             0.26              0.09              0.49               0.73

  Other survey data                                                        15            9              14,051             0.17              0.08              0.35               0.71

  All survey data (that have the 15 STEP items)                            15            23             54,635             0.22              0.09              0.44               0.73

  Internet data                                                            15            14             198,356            0.32              0.09              0.57               0.90

  U.S. data                                                                15            1              642                0.45              0.10              0.70               \-

                                                                                                                                                                                  

  **Using all items available in each dataset**                                                                                                                                   

  All survey data                                                          10 to 44      29             94,751             0.23              0.10              0.51               0.72

  Survey data with 44 items                                                44            6              6,017              0.17              0.11              0.62               0.67

  Internet data                                                            44            14             198,356            0.30              0.09              0.77               0.89

  U.S. data                                                                44            1              642                0.40              0.09              0.85               \-

                                                                                                                                                                                  

  **Subsample of respondents**                                                                                                                                                    

  STEP surveys (tertiary education)                                        15            14             9,747              0.26              0.09              0.49               0.73

  Internet data (number of observations ≤ STEP)                            15            14             29,528             0.32              0.09              0.57               0.87

  Internet data (age 26 to 48)                                             15            14             50,622             0.33              0.10              0.57               0.89
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The top panel of [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"} shows within and between correlations for all available datasets but restricts the analysis to the 15 items available in the STEP. Strictly positive correlations between items indicate that they are capturing something in common rather than just noise. The expected factor structure stands out when there is sufficient difference between the within correlation and the between correlations (i.e., the three items belonging to a same PT should have a higher correlation among them than with the other 12 items).

We find that the survey data have an average within correlation of 0.22 and a between correlation of 0.09. This compares to a within and between correlation of 0.45 and 0.10, respectively, in the United States and 0.32 and 0.09 for the internet data. The fact that the difference between the between and within correlation is greater with the internet data is consistent with its more discernible factor structure. This can further be inferred from table S8, which shows the item-by-item correlation coefficients for the survey database (combining STEP and other surveys) versus the correlation coefficients of the internet data and the United States. For internet data and the United States, correlations between items meant to capture the same PT are consistently much higher than correlations with any other items (with the only exception of the first Openness item). By contrast, for the survey database, there are several items that show higher correlations with some items meant to measure other PTs than with items meant to measure the same PT (including two items of Conscientiousness). For the internet and U.S. data, the 10 highest correlations are all within correlations. But for the survey data, despite averaging over a large number of datasets, of the 10 highest correlations, 4 are between correlations and 6 are within. The fact that many questions correlate more with items intended to measure a different PT than with items intended to measure the same PT makes it arguably hard to interpret items as capturing the intended PT.

[Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"} also shows Cronbach's alpha, one of the most widely used measures of internal consistency of a test. For a given number of items, it increases when the correlation between items of the same PT increases. Hence, it is higher when the noise of each item is low and when they measure the same underlying factor. A minimum threshold of 0.7 is often applied, but as explained by Gosling *et al.* ([@R31]), a short measure should not aim at maximizing Cronbach's alpha, because each set of items of a PT needs to capture the breadth of the concept. Still, the fact that the survey data obtain substantially lower Cronbach's alpha than the internet data or the U.S. data when comparing the same items raises further concerns about the internal validity of the measure in the large survey databases. While all PTs measured in surveys show relatively low values, results indicate that internal consistency in the survey data is the lowest for Agreeableness and somewhat better for Emotional Stability.

This core set of results highlights that many Big Five survey data collected in low- and middle-income countries do not follow the FFM. Conceptually, this implies that some items correlate less with items that aim at measuring the same PT than with items that belong to different PTs. The evidence that led psychometricians to conclude that the Big Five are universal tends to hold for the internet data, but it is far from apparent in the survey data from developing countries. Moreover, this appears not to be driven by differences in average age of the respondents or sample size in the internet data, as limiting the internet sample to ages and sample sizes similar to those of the survey data yields broadly similar results as for the full sample of internet data (bottom panel of [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}).

What can explain the lack of clear Big Five factor structure in survey data?
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

We investigate possible explanations for the low validity of the PT measures, including the number of items, the cognitive ability and education levels of the respondents, the administration method, and systematic response patterns. One might be concerned that it is difficult to recover the factor structure with only 15 items or that the 15 items selected for STEP were poorly chosen. Note, however, that validity with the same 15 items is much higher in the internet data. Moreover, the congruence coefficient, if anything tends to decrease with the number of items because the overfitting that occurs when the number of components is high with respect to the number of items, is reduced. In addition, the between and within correlation are on average not affected by the number of items. Second, [Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} shows that, even if the Cronbach's alpha is increasing in the number of items, following the Spearman-Brown prophecy formula, for any number of items, the survey data perform substantially worse than the internet or U.S. data. Last, the middle panel of [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"} presents statistics using the full ([@R44]) set of items available in other surveys and still shows overall low validity, substantially lower than the levels observed for the internet data.

![Cronbach's alpha as a function of the number of items by type of data.\
The estimates for the survey data are based on surveys with at least six items per PT, while the estimates for the internet data are based on data from the 14 STEP countries, using all 44 items of the BFI. The U.S. data also use all items of the BFI. For each dataset and for each number of items *n*, we calculate Cronbach's alpha for every possible combination of *n* items before averaging it across all combinations and then averaging it across datasets (by type of data collection).](aaw5226-F2){#F2}

The educational level of the respondents is another potential driver of the differences in the reliability and internal validity of survey data compared to datasets used by psychologists in the United States or the internet data. On average, only 25% of respondents of the STEP surveys have college education, compared to 81% in the internet data. The bottom panel of [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"} therefore presents a set of psychometric indicators when restricting the STEP data to respondents who have had some college education. This increases comparability between the STEP and internet data and brings the sample of STEP respondents closer to the convenience samples of university students often used in psychometric studies. Unexpectedly, we find no improvement in any of the indicators, suggesting that the level of education of respondents may not be a primary driver of the low validity. Similar results are obtained when restricting the STEP samples to individuals with white-collar jobs.

More generally, cognitive ability could play a role since it may affect people's understanding of the arguably abstract Big Five questions. We analyze the role of cognitive ability with the STEP database, using as a proxy for cognition the measure of functional literacy that is comparable between individuals and countries of the STEP surveys. [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} presents the relationship between psychometric indicators and the cognitive ability of the respondents. In this figure, the unit of observation is the region, corresponding to the largest geographical division within each country as indicated in STEP, resulting in between 2 and 15 regions per country. Each figure depicts one of the indicators, separately calculated for each of the region, and their correlation with the regional-level average cognitive ability of the respondents. The analysis is limited to the nine countries for which good cognitive measures are available. Of course, since regions with low-average cognitive ability are likely to differ along many other dimensions, these correlations may not have any causal interpretation. However, the congruence coefficient and the Cronbach's alpha have a clear positive and significant relationship with the measure of cognitive ability. The variation is substantial with the congruence coefficient varying from about 0.5 in the lower end to about 0.7 in the upper end of the cognitive scores. Hence, survey data for regions with lower-average cognitive ability show factor structures that are less consistent with the FFM and less internally valid. Yet, this is not the entire story because even the regions with the highest average cognitive ability remain below acceptable psychometric standards. Moreover, once we account for average differences between countries by including country-fixed effects in the estimations, these relationships are no longer significant, making it unclear whether they capture differences in cognition or rather other cross-country contextual differences that could affect responses in face-to-face surveys.

![Relationship between psychometric indicators and cognitive ability.\
In each figure, the level of observation is the largest possible geographical division in the country (regions, provinces, or district). We apply a weight that is the inverse of the number of geographical divisions to give the same weight to each country. The calculations of congruence coefficient, Cronbach's alpha, absolute value of acquiescence bias, and enumerator bias are described in Materials and Methods. Enumerator bias measures the share of the variation in responses (by PT) that can be explained by systematic biases due to which enumerator administrated each survey. Cognitive ability is measured by the full literacy test, also described in the Supplementary Materials. The nine countries in the regression are the nine countries with full literacy test included in the STEP surveys.](aaw5226-F3){#F3}

Low validity of the PT measures could also be related to systematic response biases and answering patterns that are potentially more prevalent in survey data. Social desirability bias, for instance, could help explain why Conscientiousness and Agreeableness are the most problematic PTs and why Conscientiousness has little predictive power in the survey data. The databases do not allow us to quantify social desirability bias, but we consider two other indicators of undesirable response patterns that can contribute to blurring the measures of the PTs: (i) the absolute value of the acquiescence that indicates a respondent's tendency to agree with two contradictory statements and ii) the share of the variance in responses that can be explained by enumerator-fixed effects (i.e., dummy variables capturing which enumerator administrated the face-to-face survey), which we refer to as potential enumerator bias.

The bottom left panel of [Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} shows a small negative relationship between acquiescence bias and cognition. Using regions as the level of observation, the relationship is not significant, but it is steeper and significant when using individual data rather than regional averages (*P* \< 0.001). This result highlights that, within a country, respondents with lower cognitive skills are more likely to agree with statements that are mutually inconsistent. It is in line with Soto *et al.* ([@R33]) who found acquiescence bias to reduce between ages 10 and 18, when cognitive ability increases. Overall, [Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} suggests that, even if low levels of respondents' cognitive ability alone cannot explain the low validity in survey questions, they may accentuate response biases and contribute to making the PTs difficult to identify.

The role of enumerators and administration method
-------------------------------------------------

The contrast between the findings with STEP and other survey measures of the Big Five and internet-based measures suggests that the latter is more valid in non-WEIRD countries. To better understand this contrast, we focus on the possible role of enumerators and of the administration method. Enumerator-fixed effects explain on average 5.3% of the variation and are jointly significant in all of the 14 cases. The right bottom panel of [Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} shows that, in some regions, enumerators explain up to 25% of the variation, a worryingly high share, indicating that enumerators can affect many of the responses possibly through the way they ask questions. Unexpectedly, enumerator effects are, if anything, more prevalent in regions with higher-average levels of cognitive abilities.

Because enumerators are rarely randomly allocated to subjects, the enumerator results may reflect other factors if assignment of respondents to enumerators captures other within-region variation, for instance, differences in gender, language, access, etc. We therefore use two of the datasets (non-STEP) analyzed (from Kenya and Colombia), where we randomly allocated enumerators to respondents, to isolate the enumerator effect from the selection effects previously mentioned. We find significant response biases of similar orders of magnitude as those found for most STEP regions. In Kenya, randomly assigned enumerators explain on average 9% of the variation in Big Five measures (significant for all 5 PTs) and in Colombia they explain 3% of such variation (significant for Extraversion and Agreeableness). The fact that the explanatory power of enumerator effects remains relatively strong even when enumerators are randomly assigned further points to the administration mode as a plausible explanation for the difference between face-to-face interviews and internet surveys. This is in line with other studies of Big Five data and other psychological data, using face-to-face interviews and internet data from Germany and Austria, which also conclude that response patterns such as acquiescence bias can depend on the characteristics of the particular measurement occasion ([@R51], [@R52]). To directly test the importance of the mode of administration in developing country settings, we set up a survey experiment to test the effect of administrating a face-to-face survey compared to a paper-and-pencil survey. Our survey in Colombia included 330 farmers who completed primary education. Among them, about 40% were randomly selected to receive 22 BFI items administrated through face-to-face surveys and the other 60% answered the same items on paper on their own. As shown in table S9, Cronbach's alpha, within and between correlations, and congruence coefficient are all higher with self-administration compared to face-to-face surveys by enumerators, even if none of the differences are significant. That said, even with self-administration, these indicators remain below standards and below the ones obtained with internet data. By contrast, in a similar experiment, comparing self-administration and face-to-face interviews using the Big Five data in the German socioeconomic panel ([@R53]) found that the anticipated Big Five factor structure was present in the data, irrespective of the mode of data collection, but Rammstedt *et al.* ([@R54]) also show that response styles make the Big Five factor structure emerge in a blurry way at lower educational levels, whereas for highly educated persons, it emerged with textbook-like clarity. This then helps to reconcile the different findings: The survey method possibly affects response styles more in non-WEIRD populations with lower levels of education.

Overall, we cannot point to one single factor that explains the lower validity of PT questions in developing country surveys. The evidence presented and reviewed highlights several factors jointly at play. Previous research has emphasized the wording of the questions, the quality of the translations, and how those questions are interpreted in the culture ([@R25]). To these factors, the evidence presented in this paper adds as relevant the role of enumerators, stronger response biases in face-to-face interviews, and possibly respondents' self-selection and their ability to comprehend the items (cognition). More generally, our findings suggest that many of the known potential response pattern biases are accentuated in field survey data among less educated populations, making it hard to identify the intended latent traits. This association might be further explained by the lower interest in the survey topic of typical survey respondents in these contexts, whose incentives and expectations are likely quite different from the ones of those filling in personality tests on the internet or in other WEIRD populations.

DISCUSSION
==========

We show that although the BFI has been validated in specific countries and languages, one cannot assume that validity holds when administered in large-scale surveys amongst non-WEIRD populations. The lack of support for the FFM across a large set of surveys in diverse contexts indicates that the issues identified are not unique to a specific data collection exercise but point to a general problem in the measure of PTs through survey data in developing countries. Although the FFM may well be universal, it appears hard to uncover this factor structure with survey data in contexts other than those for which it was developed. The various psychometric indicators analyzed suggest that measurement error is correlated with cognition, which, in turn, is associated with income and other factors. Therefore, a set of items used as a proxy for a specific PT can also capture other factors and lead to incorrect inferences.

This psychometric evidence on the lack of a clear Big Five factor structure in survey data points to an interpretation of [Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} that is illustrative of the potential consequences of ignoring the identified measurement error. Previous literature has found Conscientiousness and Emotional Stability to be the strongest predictors of income, and yet, we find Emotional Stability, but not Conscientiousness, to be a strong predictor. As illustrated in [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}, Emotional Stability is the PT that best differentiates itself from the others and hence is likely to be the least affected by systematic response biases. Conscientiousness, on the other hand, is the PT that cumulates the highest number of misplaced items (with their highest factor loads on other PTs). Together, this can explain why Emotional Stability, but not Conscientiousness, stands out as a strong predictor. Besides this, and in contrast to most findings in WEIRD populations, Openness appears to be a strong predictor of income. However, given that Openness items poorly differentiate from the items of other PTs, one cannot exclude that this result is driven by systematic response biases and a combination of different factors captured by the measure. Hence, one should be very cautious before attributing the observed correlations to Openness.

Our results do not mean that there is no information content in the BFI questions of the surveys that we analyzed. They rather show that it also includes multiple forms of systematic response biases, which can be consequent enough to blur the distinctions between the different PTs. Several approaches can contribute to reduce these biases and should be applied when feasible, including: (i) balancing reversed and nonreversed items and using acquiescence bias corrections, (ii) self-administrated surveys, (iii) quality of translation and enumerator training with a particular effort to adapt to respondents with lower cognitive ability, and (iv) random assignment of enumerators. Assuring that enumerator assignment is balanced on the variables of interest (e.g., treatment variables in data collection for impact evaluation purposes) can also be important to assure that the enumerator effects do not bias the estimation of key relationships.

These findings have important implications for the interpretation of Big Five data collected through surveys in developing countries. Inferences about specific PTs will only be credible when preceded by a clear prior demonstration of the factor structure with the same data. When the FFM cannot be confirmed, as found in the vast majority of datasets analyzed in this paper, a more agnostic approach regarding the latent traits being measured by specific items is warranted. Along those lines, ([@R1], [@R28], [@R55], [@R56]) use exploratory factor analysis to construct aggregate indices of latent noncognitive traits without necessarily assigning specific labels to the different factors. Using such an approach allows one to extract the pertinent latent information from the individual questions and to obtain an indicator of personality without interpreting them as being indicative of the importance of any specific PT. To the extent that these broader constructs are predictive of economic outcomes of interest, they can provide sufficient information for many research questions.

Last, our findings also call for the development of innovative methods that more accurately capture specific PTs in developing country surveys, which would need to focus on reducing the impact of response patterns and enumerator interactions, adapted to the context and mode of administration. This may involve task-based measures or indicators of behavior consistent with envisioned PTs, even if the context specificity of these measures may limit their general application. The results in this paper suggest that this improvement in measurement is a sine qua non for a better understanding of the role of PTs in developing countries.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

This section briefly explains the psychometric indicators used in the analysis.

Congruence coefficient and the alignment of factor loads
--------------------------------------------------------

Tucker's congruent coefficient (or just congruence coefficient) is an index that assesses the similarity between factor structures of the same set of items applied to two different populations. PCA is a dimensionality reduction technique, which reduces a number of items into a smaller number of components (in our case five) that best explain the variation of the items. Each component is a weighted average of the items, and the vector of weights is also called the vector of loadings. The correlation between the vector of loadings in two different populations provides a measure of similarity between the two components.

After applying the PCA to two different populations, one calculates the correlation coefficient of the two vectors of loadings to assess the similarity between a component *x* and a component *y*$$\varphi(\mathbf{x},\mathbf{y}) = \frac{\sum_{i,}x_{i}y_{i}}{\sqrt{\left( \sum\limits_{i}x_{i}^{2} \right)\left( \sum\limits_{i}y_{i}^{2} \right)}}$$where *x*~*i*,\ *j*~ and *y*~*i*,\ *j*~ are the loadings of item *i* on factors *x* and *y*, respectively (each one extracted from applying the PCA of the same items to a different population). In our case, one population is the database of interest and the other population is one of the United States, which is used as the reference. Hence, a higher congruence coefficient indicates that the factor structure follows the one that has been found in the United States, where the Big Five PTs clearly stand out. To obtain the normative target, the Varimax orthogonal rotation was used for the U.S. data.

The congruence coefficient can be interpreted as a standardized measure of proportionality of elements in both vectors. A coefficient that is equal to 1 corresponds to a perfectly identical factor structure between the two populations, while a coefficient equal to 0 corresponds to a structure that is completely orthogonal.

The calculation of the congruence coefficient also requires a decision on the type of rotation to be applied to the survey data. The Procrustes rotation on target of the reference population is typically used in confirmatory factor analysis as a way to ease comparability. First, the factor solution obtained from a replication sample is rotated orthogonally to conform to a predetermined factor structure (i.e., the target) as much as possible. Because the spatial orientation of factors in factor analysis is arbitrary, factor solutions obtained in different groups may be rotated in reference to each other to maximize their similarity. This is known as the Procrustes rotation or targeted rotation. Compared to other rotation choices, Procrustes tends to increase congruence coefficients. In the survey data, not applying the Procrustes rotation reduces the congruence coefficient, hence reinforcing the concerns raised about the factor structure (results available upon request). The low level of congruence in the survey data is especially notable given that we use the Procrustes rotation method, which specifically rotates the data to obtain the factor structure that most aligns with its target (the U.S. data).

The congruence coefficient is initially calculated by component or factor. We average it across the five factors to obtain a congruence coefficient that is an indicator of similar factor structure. To know which factor in the first population matches each factor of the second population, we calculate the average congruence coefficient for every possible combination and keep the one that maximizes the congruence coefficient. This explains why congruence coefficients tend to be higher when there are less items per factor (for reasons that are similar to overfitting when using a regression). To give an order of magnitude for the interpretation, Lorenzo-Seva and ten Berge ([@R50]) indicate that a congruence coefficient in a range of 0.85 to 0.94 shows fair similarity, whereas coefficients over 0.95 imply a high level of similarity (where the components can be considered equal).

In [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}, we complement the congruence coefficient with a visual inspection of how the items sort themselves into the components for each database. To do this, each item was assigned to the component in which it has the highest loading. The red cells highlight items that are matched to the wrong component with respect to the FFM. One should take into account that, as explained above, each component was matched with a Big Five PT in the way that best aligns the factor structures, and despite this, we found on average of 4 (of 15) items per dataset that do not fit in the right component.

Within correlation, between correlation, and their interpretations
------------------------------------------------------------------

Within correlation refers to the average correlation of all combinations of two items that are within the same PT. By contrast, between correlation is obtained by calculating the average correlation of all combinations of two items of different PTs. Higher within correlation indicates that items of the same PT measure a common trait. However, one should not aim for a within correlation equal to 1 because items are noisy measures of the traits that they intend to capture and because even items of the same PT measure a slightly different dimension of the PT. In addition, the between correlation does not need to be 0 given that some degree of correlation is expected between the PT. That said, the extent to which the factor structure emerges depends on the difference between the within and between variations. When items of the same PT have a much higher correlation among them, they are more likely to be pooled together in the PCA (or factorial analysis).

Cronbach's alpha
----------------

Cronbach's alpha is one of the most widely used measures of internal consistency of a test. Cronbach's alpha is mathematically equivalent to the expected value of the split-half reliability. Split-half reliability is obtained by (i) randomly splitting the items into two sets of items of equal size, (ii) calculating the average of each set of items, and (iii) calculating the correlations between these two sets of items. Cronbach's alpha is equal to the average of the correlations obtained through all the possible combinations of split-half reliability. It provides an indicator of how well the items correlate among them (conditional on the number of items).

Assume that we have a measure *X* made of *k* items: *X* = *Y*~1~ + *Y*~2~ + ... + *Y*~*k*~. Its Cronbach's alpha is given by$$\alpha = \frac{K}{K - 1}\left( 1 - \frac{\sum_{i = 1}^{K}\sigma_{Y_{i}}^{2}}{\sigma_{X}^{2}} \right)$$where $\sigma_{Y_{i}}^{2}$ is the variance of item *i* and $\sigma_{X}^{2}$ is the variance of the measure *X*.

Cronbach's alpha provides an assessment of both the construct's validity and its reliability. It decreases with measurement errors of the items and when the items tend to measure different latent constructs. A Cronbach's alpha of 0.9 tends to be required when individual decisions will be made based on a specific test (for example, for student's admissions) ([@R57]), but an alpha of 0.7 is often considered acceptable for the purpose of statistical analysis.

For a given within correlation *c* and number of items *K*, the Cronbach's alpha can be predicted by the Spearman-Brown prophecy formula, which is an increasing function of *K*$$\alpha = \frac{c.K}{1 + c(K - 1)}$$

This simply reflects the fact that a greater number of items reduces the noise of the aggregate index. Because the Big Five measure of the STEP data includes only three items per PT, one should expect a relatively low Cronbach's alpha. Hence, comparisons of Cronbach's alpha are arguably more meaningful when both datasets have the same number of items. Therefore, we show in [Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} that Cronbach's alphas of the survey data are below the ones of the internet data (itself below the one of the U.S. data) for any number of items. Hence, Cronbach's alpha obtained from survey data is very low, even when taking into account the small number of items per construct.

Acquiescence bias estimation and correction
-------------------------------------------

Acquiescent response style refers to the tendency of an individual to systematically agree (yea saying) or disagree (nay saying) with questionnaire items, regardless of their content. For example, consider the two following items, with answering scales from 1 (strongly agree) to 5 (strongly disagree):

\- "Are you relaxed during stressful situations?"

\- "Do you get nervous easily?"

They both aim at measuring the same PT (Emotional Stability), but only the second one is reverse-coded in the sense that a higher degree of agreement in the response is associated with a lower Emotional Stability. Hence, a respondent that strongly agrees with both statements shows a form of contradiction, indicative of a positive acquiescence bias. This response pattern ended up being a strong driver of the variation in the data. McCrae *et al.* ([@R48]) found that, when not corrected for, acquiescence bias came out as the first factor, highlighting the importance to correct it, which is now standard in psychometric analysis ([@R33], [@R58]).

The calculation of the acquiescence bias (AB) requires questions that aim at measuring the same PT but of which at least one is reversed and at least one is not reversed. The AB is calculated at the individual level. In the case of the 15 STEP items, because Agreeableness and Openness do not include any reverse question, AB can only be calculated using items of Conscientiousness, Extraversion, and Emotional Stability, but the correction is then applied to all items.

We calculate the acquiescence bias and apply the correction using the following steps:

1\) Reverse the reverse-coded items. For example, if the possible answers range from 1 to 5, then answer 1 (fully disagreeing with a reverse-coded statement) is assigned a value of 5, answer 2 is assigned a value of 4, and so on.

2\) For each PT that has at least one reverse-coded item and one nonreverse-coded item, calculate the average answer of reverse-coded items and the average answer of nonreverse-coded items.

3\) For each PT, take the difference between the average of nonreverse-coded items and the average of reverse-coded items and divide it by 2.

4\) The AB is the average of the differences obtained in (3) across all PTs

5\) To correct for AB, add the AB obtained in (4) to every reverse-coded item and subtract the AB from every nonreverse-coded item.

The intuition of the AB correction is that in the absence of contradiction, in a scale from 1 to 5, the average raw answer between reversed items and nonreversed items should be 3 (the more one agrees with a statement, the more one should disagree with the opposite statement). Any average deviation from 3 is attributed to the AB and corrected by making the adjustment that will bring this average back to 3 after the correction.

In table S5, we show Cronbach's alpha, calculated by dataset and PT, using the items that were corrected for AB and without the correction for AB. We find that Cronbach's alphas are substantially higher after the AB correction, which indicates that the correction increased internal consistency. The within correlations, as well as the difference between the between and within correlations, are also lower without the correction. Furthermore, while the calculation of Cronbach's alpha uses the absolute correlation between the items, the dagger (†) in table S5 indicates that at least one of the correlations between two items belonging to the same PT is negative. Without acquiescence bias correction, we found a large number of cases of these negative correlations. This is driven by negative correlations between reverse and nonreverse items, suggesting that the AB response pattern is more influential than the PT that the items aim to measure.

Enumerator bias
---------------

Enumerator bias refers to any way in which enumerators systematically influence the answers of the respondents. It can result from differences in the way in which questions are asked or in the way in which responses are registered. For example, some enumerators may unwillingly react more positively to answers that reflect higher levels of skills, giving the impression to the respondent that these are the "right answers." In addition, while enumerators are expected to let the respondent pick one of the answers proposed on a Likert scale, enumerators may give their own interpretation to answers that do not fall in the standardized scale or provide subtle leads on what the answer of the respondent implies, all of which can accentuate the role of the enumerators.

If each enumerator has a tendency to systematically bias answers in a given direction, then enumerator identifiers will explain some of the variation in the answers. To quantify this bias, we analyzed how much of the variation in the Big Five indicators can be explained by a set of enumerator dummies (indicating which enumerator administrated each survey). We did so separately for each PT and took into account the fact that other factors may be correlated to the assignment of enumerators. One common limitation is that different enumerators work in different areas, in which case the explanatory power of enumerators would capture features of the respondent rather than enumerator biases. To filter out the effect of the geographical area, we first run a regression of the PT index on dummies for the smallest geographical division available and name $R_{\mathit{gt}}^{2}$ the *R*^2^ obtained for the PT *t*. We then ran the regression of the PT *t* on dummies of geographical division and enumerators and named its *R*^2^ $R_{\textit{get}}^{2}$. Thus, the additional explanatory power of PT *t* provided by the enumerator dummies is equal to $R_{\textit{get}}^{2} - R_{\mathit{gt}}^{2}$, and the variance that remains to be explained after filtering out the variation by geographical unit is given by $1 - R_{\mathit{gt}}^{2}$. Hence, $R_{\mathit{et}}^{2} = \frac{R_{\textit{get}}^{2} - R_{\mathit{gt}}^{2}}{1 - R_{\mathit{gt}}^{2}}$ is an estimation of the explanatory power of enumerators on the remaining variance, after filtering out the effect of the geographical division. Last, to obtain an average across PTs, we calculated $R_{e}^{2} = \frac{\sum_{t = 1}^{t = 5}R_{\mathit{et}}^{2}}{5}$, where *t* = 1, ... ,5 refers to the five PTs. $R_{e}^{2}$ is our estimation of the enumerator bias estimated within each region and is represented in [Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}.
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